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Transport Layer Security
Work Package 3
Work Package 4
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This deliverable proposes the interim release of SMONLINE which is developed
within WP5. SMONLINE aims to automatically analyse websites and mobile apps
owned by Micro-enterprises (MEnts) and produce meaningful outputs that allow
verifying whether these elements are GDPR compliant, task performed by the
compliance report module included in WP6.
This deliverable releases the first operation version of all the three individual
modules creating SMONLINE: SMONLINE-Website, SMONLINE-Advertising and
SMONLINE-MobileApp.
Executive summary This deliverable focuses on defining for each one of the three modules: i) A
reminder of the system objectives:
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

31/07/2019

A brief reminder of the system objectives;
A brief reminder (and any applicable update compared to Deliverable 5.1)
of the design of the SMONLINE module;
A description of the module development, including a flowchart that
depicts the main elements used in the implementation and its associated
functionality;
A remainder of the input and output of the module and how it
communicates and interacts with other modules or external services.
Compared to Deliverable 5.1, this information has been updated (if
Revision:1.0
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v)
vi)

required) to be more apt for the purposes of the SMOOTH project after
the first development cycle;
Metrics and method to evaluate the performance of the modules;
A description of the limitations and no-objectives of the sub-modules.
This content is included to clearly state the features to be supported by
SMONLINE for expectation management.

This deliverable reflects only the author’s view and the European Commission is not responsible for
any use that may be made of the information it contains. (Art. 29.5)
SMOOTH project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 786741 (Art. 29.4)
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1.- Introduction
1.1.- SMONLINE: background and objectives
We remind the background and objectives of SMONLINE. Given that SMONLINE objectives are the
same as those exposed in D5.1, and to ensure that D5.2 is a self-contained document, we reuse
most of the text included in D5.1 about the overall vision and objectives of SMONLINE.
Most companies, regardless of their size, are adopting digital solutions to interact with their
customers, offer and describe their catalogue of products and/or services, communicate news and
updates in the products and services, etc. Nowadays, most small businesses run their own website
for these purposes, even offering mobile apps to their customers. We envision a scenario in which
the referred digitalization pattern will keep increasing among Micro-enterprises (MEnts) in the
coming years. This statement is supported by the actions followed by the European Commission to
increase the online presence of millions of SMEs and MEnts in Europe by providing incentives and
creating fair conditions 1 to help them to digitalize their services the development of websites or
mobile apps, and the use of social media channels. These actions are expected to enhance the
business strategies of European MEnts.
This unstoppable digitalization agenda for MEnts has associated data protection implications since
a significant fraction of websites and mobile apps may be collecting and processing users’ personal
data like geo-location, browsing history, unique identifiers, or their contacts and may contain thirdparty code for advertising and analytics purposes. Consequently, MEnts owning a website or a
mobile app are subject to be compliant with the new European GDPR Directive. In addition to the
GDPR, it is important to also consider the ePrivacy Directive (Directive 2002/58/EC as amended by
Directive 2009/136/EC) which imposes requirements for the use of web tracking technologies such
as cookies. The ePrivacy Directive, which will be complementary to the GDPR, is currently under
reform and developments, actions that we will follow closely. Where both the GDPR and the
ePrivacy apply, the rules prescribed by the ePrivacy will prevail. But if a certain situation is not
regulated by the ePrivacy, the general rules of the GDPR will apply.
The informative docuMEnts and data collected by MEnts through their websites and mobile apps
will be covered in SMOOTEXT and SMOODATA. SMOOTEXT analyses docuMEnts such as
websites/mobile apps terms of use, consent requests, cookies policies, or privacy policies while
SMOODATA analyses the data repositories used to store the information collected by the MEnts
websites or mobile apps. SMONLINE, instead, will analyse the data flows from websites and mobile
apps. In the case of websites and mobile apps, the manageMEnt of personal information may also
involve third-party companies different than the MEnts (e.g., services and companies offering
online advertising or tracking, as well as social network integration). As a result, the SMONLINE
module will also analyze personal information dissemination to any third-party company
embedded in MEnts websites or mobile apps. This information will be used together with the
output of SMOOTEXT for validating the fact that third parties embedded in websites or mobile apps
are properly reported in the privacy or cookie policies of a given MEnts’ websites or mobile apps.

1

A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe – COM (2015) 192 final. May, 2015. https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/digital-single-market-strategy-europe-com2015-192-final
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In addition, this module will analyse the potential use of personal data under monetization
strategies (i.e., online advertising).
In summary, the main goal of SMONLINE is reporting the list of organisations (including the MEnt
as well as third-party services) retrieving user information from MEnts’ websites or mobile apps.
This information will be processed together with the analysis of legal policies carried out in
SMOOTEXT (WP3) to analyze whether MEnts’ websites/mobile apps comply with the GDPR
requireMEnts by properly informing end users of the presence and purpose of third-party trackers
or, instead, whether those legal policies miss part (or all) of the third-party trackers embedded in
the analyzed website/mobile app. This auditing capability will be technically achieved through three
specific objectives:
1. To design and implement a module to analyse and classify third parties present in a website
(Task 5.1)
2. To design and implement a module to analyse and classify the use of personal information
in ad delivery in a website (Task 5.2).
3. To design and implement a module to audit how mobile applications handle personal data
in the context of the GDPR by analysing personal data dissemination in network traffic
flows, including those emanating to embedded third-party services (Task 5.3).

1.2.- Objectives of Deliverable 5.2 SMONLINE
This deliverable aims at providing the interim version of SMONLINE. This includes the interim
development of the three modules including in SMONLINE: SMONLINE-Website, SMONLINEAdvertising and SMONLINE-MobileApp. These modules implement the functionalities described in
the deliverable D5.1 where we presented the design of the modules. Although this deliverable D5.2
is classified as OTHER in the DoA because it aims to deliver software, we provide a brief document
that describes for each module:
1. System goal and objectives: This part will be mostly what was already described in D5.1.
2. Proposed system: This part includes the functionality described in D5.1 and may include
minor updates in case some module has slightly modified the proposed system from what
was described in D5.1
3. Module functionality: This part provides a flowchart showing the detailed functionality of
the module associated to the actual implementation.
4. Interfaces to other modules or external systems: This part updates (if necessary) the
communication with the smooth platform backend and other external modules. It basically
includes the updated version (if any) of the JSON files to communicate with WP6 after
working in the development of the interim versions of the modules.
5. Performance evaluation: This part includes the results of the tests carried out to evaluate
the performance of the modules, as well as the results of some initial analyses performed
on websites and mobile apps used to test our modules.
6. Limitations: This part describes what features (and analyses) are not supported (or
covered) in our modules. This section is critical to ensure that we do not raise false
expectations about the capabilities of the platform and to make clear what analyses will
not be addressed by our modules. It is important to note that future releases of our
modules may explore the possibility of minimizing the referred limitations.

31/07/2019
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2.- SMONLINE Website (UC3M)
In this deliverable we present the interim version of SMONLINE-Website. We have followed the
design of the module described in D5.1 in our development. The system goals and objectives as
well as the overview of the system provided in D5.1 remain unchanged. This deliverable provides a
flowchart of the actual implementation of the module. In addition, we update the output JSON files
provided in deliverable D5.1 since during the development phase we have found a more precise
manner to codify the information aligned to our development. We also evaluate the performance
of the SMONLINE module by analysing using a dataset created with more than 800 MENTs and
SMEs websites in how many of them our module is able to complete the objectives addressed in
the module. In addition, we also report some initial results derived from the analysis of the referred
websites. Finally, we briefly discuss the limitations of the module.

2.1.- System Objectives
This section reuses the description of goals and objectives provided in D5.1 to create a selfcontained document and avoid the reader to visit D5.1 to understand the main goals of SMONLINEWebsite.
Most enterprises currently own one (or more) website(s) as a mean to expose their services,
products, offers, etc. to their customers. This statement holds for any type of organization
irrespectively of their size, including MEnts. Many websites use different technologies (e.g.,
cookies) that allow third parties (i.e., organizations different than the owner of the website like
tracking services) to collect information from the user visiting such website. Under GDPR terms,
each individual website owner is obliged to properly inform users of their data collection practices,
including those performed by third-party organizations.
The goal of the SMONLINE-Website module consists in the development of a software module that
extracts the third-party domains and cookies that are present in a given website. In addition,
SMONLINE classifies the identified third-party domains into different categories in order to better
understand the role and potential implications on privacy of each third-party present in the
website. For instance, some categories of third-parties are: tracker, advertising domain, etc.
Furthermore, SMONLINE will also verify whether MEnts’ websites include some type of disclosure
message (usually displayed the first time a user visits the website) to inform users of the use of
cookies and the presence of third-party trackers in their website.
The output of SMOLINE-Website will be a comprehensive list of third-party domains and cookies
along with the category associated to them. In addition, SMOLINE-Website output will also report
whether the website has implemented a notification procedure to users. This output will be
delivered to WP6 in order to verify the GDPR compliance of the MEnt website under analysis, taking
also into account the privacy and cookie policies analyzed in SMOOTEXT (WP3).

2.2.- Proposed System
The proposed system for SMONLINE-Website has not been updated from the design description
provided in D5.1. Therefore, we reuse the text included in D5.1 in this section in order to ensure
that D5.2 in a self-contained document, which does not require the reader to visit D5.1 to get a
global understanding of the interim release of SMONLINE-Website.

31/07/2019
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SMONLINE-Website will implement three blocks, each one of them including one or more software
modules. Together, they will cover the pursued functionality and ultimately the goal of SMONLINEWebsite. Following, we describe each one of the blocks individually and the module(s) integrated
on them. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the SMONLINE-Website system.
A. URL retrieving block:
This block addresses the issue of retrieving the URL (or URLs) from the MEnt under analysis.
This information will be available from the front-end module through the entry
questionnaire, which will include a particular question requesting the MEnt to fill in the URL
(or URLs) they own.
B. Collection & Processing block:
This block is in charge of: i) detecting whether the website includes an informative message
(e.g., text box, pop-up, etc.) letting the user know the presence of third-party companies in
the website (either through cookies or other elements); ii) identifying third-party cookies
used in the website and classify their activity; iii) identifying and classifying third parties
embedded in the website that may not be using cookies but still may be monitoring the
user using other tracking techniques (e.g., social networks buttons to share some content
of the website through social media platforms); and iv) classifying third-party domains
present in the website into one of the following categories (tentative list): tracker,
advertisement domain, both tracker and advertisement, or other.
This block will implement the following sub-modules:
a. Automated browser emulator: The automated browser emulator submodule
renders the website using as input the URL retrieved from the previous block.
b. Detection of informative text for users: This module explores the presence of an
informative message (e.g., text box, pop-up window, etc.) that informs users of the
use of cookies and the presence of third-party domains in the website.
c. Cookie collector: This module collects both first- and third-party cookies used in
the website. For third-party cookies, the module also retrieves the third-party
domain associated to the cookie.
d. Third-party extractor: There are many cases in which third-party trackers do not
use cookies for monitoring users but are still able to do so using external services
and other tracking methods (e.g., social network buttons). This module will monitor
all the network connections launched from the browser while visiting the website
under analysis. This way the module will be able to detect third-party domains that
may not be using cookie-based tracking methods.
e. Classifier: This module will classify the third-party domains inferred by the Cookie
collector and the third-party extractor modules. They will be classified into
(tentative list): tracker, advertisement domain, both or other. We will leverage the
easylist2 database, a tracking domain blacklist that is widely used in the industry for
developing widely used adblockers (e.g., adblock plus3, ublock origin4). Note that

2

https://easylist.to/
https://adblockplus.org
4 https://www.ublock.org/
3
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we may extend easily with other sources to improve the quality of our
classification.
C. Outcome generation block:
This block complies the information obtained in the Collection and Processing block to
generate the outcome of the SMONLINE-Website analysis. This report will be forwarded to
the compliance module implemented in WP6. The modules forming this block are:
a. JSON report generator, the functionality of this module is to generate a
standardized JSON file including: (i) the list of cookies and associated third-party
domain along with its category; (ii) third-party domains present in the website that
do set cookies along with its category and whether they are always present or are
rather a dynamic third-party, and (iii) whether the website includes an informative
box/text/pop-up regarding the presence of cookies and third-parties or not,
b. Interface to WP6: the functionality of this module is to send the JSON file to the
compliance report module implemented within WP6 following the communication
standard mechanism defined in WP6.

Figure 1. Proposed system for SMONLINE-Website

31/07/2019
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2.3.- Module development

Figure 2. Development flowchart of SMONLINE-Website

The objective of SMONLINE-Website is to identify and report the list of first/third-party domains
and first/third-party cookies present in the website. Each of the first/third-party domains will be
classified into a pre-defined set of categories. Figure 2 shows in a flowchart the functionalities in
sequential order that SMONLINE-Website has to execute to accomplish this objective, explained
below:

31/07/2019
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1. The module receives the URL(s) of the MEnt to be analyzed. This URL(s) is retrieved from the
entry questionnaire (i.e., SMOOTH front-end) to be filled by when using the SMOOTH Platform
for the first time.
2. The module, written in Python, opens an automated browser emulator (headless browser) by
leveraging the selenium technology which is capable of rendering the website(s) associated to
the URL(s) provided by the MEnts (the automated browser is Chrome for the next step
explanation) realistically but without real user interaction
3. The automated browser installs an extension created to extract all open connections, this
extension handles the communication between the browser and the selenium script and
prepares the third-parties and cookies to be extracted and processed. The extension is written
in plain JavaScript and works for Chrome browser.
4. The automated browser retrieves all cookies started from the automated browser when
connecting to the MEnt website under analysis.
4.1. First, it extracts all cookies stored in the browser with JavaScript and with the extension
installed.
4.2. Second, it separates all these cookies obtained as first-party cookie and third-party
cookies.
4.3. Finally, it classifies the domains associated with cookies as TRACKER, AD (i.e., ad network),
BOTH or OTHER, using the adblockparser python package and the lists available in easylist
lists created for AdBlock to automatically block known sites coming from advertising
companies, trackers, etc.
5. The automated browser extracts all open connections to third-party domains started from the
automated browser when connecting to the MEnt website under analysis.
5.1. First, it extracts all the third-parties stored in the local-Storage of the browser with
JavaScript and with the extension installed.
5.2. Second, it separates all these domains obtained as first-party and third-party domains.
5.3. Finally, it classifies the third-party domains as TRACKER, AD, BOTH or OTHER.
6. The automated browser then identifies in whether the MEnt website is displaying some
message (e.g., pop-up window, consent form, etc.) to inform users about the use and presence
of third-party cookies or other tracking technologies. Usually, this information is only displayed
the first-time a given user visits the website. Therefore, to accomplish this task, we will use a
clean version of the automated browser to emulate a first-time visit.
6.1. If yes, the automated script will find for an accept/close button.
6.1.1.If it does not find the accept/close button, it scrolls down the website and checks if
the consent form is still displayed.
7. After accepting the consent box of the MEnt website under analysis, the automated browser
repeats the steps (4) and (5) described above to extract and store all the cookies and thirdparties generated after the user accept them.
8. The information retrieved from the website analysis (cookies and third-parties before and after
the consent box, and the information whether the consent box is present or not) is stored in a
JSON file and is communicated to the compliance report module developed in the WP6. To this
end, SMONLINE-Website completes will use an ad-hoc REST API offered by WP6 to upload a
JSON file with the behavioural observations using a POST method. It is important to note that
some third parties may be dynamically loaded and, as a result, not be present all times the user
connects to the website. In order to verify the potential presence of dynamic third-party

31/07/2019
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domains and separate them from stable third-party domains in the MEnt website, we will run
our test multiple times for the MEnt website.

2.4.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems
We will follow the interaction process described in D5.1, in which we specified that the SMONLINEWebsite module will interact with the SMOOTH platform in two basic ways: i) to receive the URLs
of the websites to be analysed; and ii) to communicate the output report of the analysis in the form
a JOSN file. During the development phase the former has remained unchanged with respect to
the design phase. However, we have updated the JSON file that reports the outcome of the analysis
to make it more accurate to the module development. Following, we provide a detailed description
of both interactions.
1. Once a MEnt has finalized the registration process in the platform and has filled the entry
questionnaire, SMONLINE-Website will receive a trigger signal together with the URL of the
MEnt to be analysed and a unique-ID that will internally be used in the platform for any
action related to that MEnt. To this end, SMONLINE-Website will implement a REST-API to
receive a JSON file including the referred information. Note that in case the MEnt has more
than one website SMONLINE-Website module will be triggered once per URL. Below we
present a table that summarises the communication method and the format used to
transmit JSON data to SMONLINE-Website once the entry questionnaire has been fulfilled.
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
POST Request used to trigger the SMONLINE-ADVERTISING module analysis of
the MEnt website
Request Body

Name

Description

MENT_ID

Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

Report_sessionI
D

A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MEnt

MEnturl

MEnt’s url to be analysed
Response Body

Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

31/07/2019
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Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
Content-Type: application/json
{
“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,

Body

“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“MEnturl”: www.MEnt_url.com
}
{

Response

“success”: “true”,
“message”: “URL processed”
}

2. Then, once SMONLINE-Website has performed the website analysis, the module will
generate a JSON file that contains the outcome of such analysis. The SMONLINE-Website
module will send the results of the behavioural analysis to the SMOOTH generation report
module using a JSON REST-API offered by WP6. Below, we present a table that summarises
the communication method and the format of the transmitted JSON.

Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMONLINE-WEBSITE
Request Body

Name

Description

MENT_ID

Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

Report_sessionI
D

A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT

MEnturl

The url that the MENT has defined in the entry questionnaires. In case of
multiple urls, this call will be made multiple times, one for each url.

Third_parties

List of third parties present in the website including the following information:
name, list of cookies, website category and whether it is a permanent or
dynamic third-party. For each cookie we will include its name/ID. Note that
some third parties may not use cookies but still be present in the website in
that case the filed list of cookies will be empty.

31/07/2019
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It is a Boolean field which confirms whether the website offers information
regarding the use of third-party domains present in the website. 1 means the
website is showing users the information, 0 means we could not detect
anywhere users are informed of the presence of third parties, thus avoiding the
right of the user of opting out or not visiting the website.

Info_to_users

Response Body
Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonline/result
Content-Type: application/json
{
“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“url”: “www.MEnturl1.com”,
“thirdparties_before”: {
“first_party_cookies”: [
{
“domain”: domain,
“hostOnly”: boolean,

Body

“httpOnly”: boolean,
“name”: string,
“path”: string,
“sameSite”: string,
“secure”: Boolean,
“session”: int,
“storeId”: string,
“value”: string
“type”: string

31/07/2019
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},
…
],
“third_party_cookies”: [
{
“domain”: domain,
“hostOnly”: boolean,
“httpOnly”: boolean,
“name”: string,
“path”: string,
“sameSite”: string,
“secure”: Boolean,
“session”: int,
“storeId”: string,
“value”: string
“type”: string
},
…
],
“first_party”: “domain”,
“third_parties”: [
{“domain”: domain
“type”: classification },
…
],
“all_open_connections”: []
},
“banner_info”:{
“banner”: T or F
“banner_text”: text,
“click_button”: T or F
“scrolled”: T or F

31/07/2019
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},
“third_parties_after”: {
{
“domain”: domain,
“hostOnly”: boolean,
“httpOnly”: boolean,
“name”: string,
“path”: string,
“sameSite”: string,
“secure”: Boolean,
“session”: int,
“storeId”: string,
“value”: string
“type”: string
},
…
],
“third_party_cookies”: [
{
“domain”: domain,
“hostOnly”: boolean,
“httpOnly”: boolean,
“name”: string,
“path”: string,
“sameSite”: string,
“secure”: Boolean,
“session”: int,
“storeId”: string,
“value”: string
“type”: string
},
…
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],
“first_party”: “domain”,
“third_parties”: [
{“domain”: domain
“type”: classification },
…
],
“all_open_connections”: []
}

{
Response

“success”: “true”,
“message”: “Results correctly saved”
}

2.5.- Performance Evaluation
In order to test the interim version of SMOOTH-Website we have used a dataset of 797 MENTs
with an associated URL provided by FundingBox. We have tested the performance of SMOOTHWebsite module in terms of website’s analysis completion time and accuracy. In addition, using as
example the 797 URLs analysed we have depicted some numbers related to the presence of third
parties and how many of those websites place third party cookie or open connections to third party
domains without any proactive action of the user (e.g., clicking on an informative box indicating the
presence of third parties, scrolling down as a proof the user accept the presence of third parties,
etc.).
2.5.1.- SMONLINE-Website analysis completion time
Figure 3 shows a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the time required to analyze a website
using the 797 URLs in our dataset.
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Figure 3. CDF of SMONLINE-WEBSITE analysis
The results indicate that in median SMOOTH-Website just needs 117s to complete the analysis. In
the worst case our module took 1005s in the analysis.
Therefore, we can conclude that the analysis of a website could be executed in a reduced-amount
of time, but not in real-time. Since we also want to analyze the presence of dynamic trackers each
website will be analyzed multiple times within a day, the final outcome of the compliance analysis
carried out in WP6 will need more time.
2.5.2.- Accuracy
One of the important pieces of our analysis is to understand whether the MENT website renders to
end users some kind of informative text that notifies them about the presence of third-party
trackers and requires the user to perform some action (e.g., click Ok button, scroll down, etc.) in
order to accept to share information with the referred third parties.
This implies that our code has to accurately detect the presence of that informative text in case it
is present, or rather being able to notify the absence of the referred informative text in case it does
not exist.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of our system to detect the presence of that informative text, we
have manually checked whether the results provided by SMONLINE-Websites in 50 of the analyzed
URLs were actually correct. For doing so, we have manually inspected 50 URLs checking whether
our system detects the banner, clicks on it and performs the scroll for new third-party cookies and
connections to appear.
Our evaluation depicts an accuracy of 86% on the 50 URLs manually inspected. This means a high
accuracy achievement since the task of identifying banners highly differs from one URL to another.
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There are some URLs for which SMONLINE-Website was not able to detect the appearance of
banners since the text included appears in different languages. For example, we have found some
banners that are displayed in German or Chinese, for these cases, we would have to update the
implementation of our tool for supporting the new languages. Also, some corner cases may appear
when analysing the existence of banners. For example, the appearance of banners that need to be
manually displayed by the user. That is, there exist an incorrect implementation on one website in
which the user has to proactively look for the cookie banner consent, opening it, and accepting it.
Obviously, this is counted as a bad implementation of the GDPR since the banner should appear
directly to the user in order to provide informed consent. Other instances in which consent banners
are not properly implemented are the result of forms not appearing as floating elements in the
page. For example, in some pages you have to scroll down and look for the banner since it appears
as a section of the webpage and not as a banner. We believe that most of these corner cases may
not be compliant to the GDPR because they do not show a straightforward and usable procedure
to obtain the consent of the user to share data with third parties in the MENT Website. That is why
in all those cases where SMONLINE-Website is unable to detect an informative text we will raise a
warning in the Compliance Report indicating that either: i) the text does not exist; ii) it does not use
English, Spanish, Italian or Latvian, which are the languages covered in SMOOTH during the project
implementation; or iii) the way it is implemented may be inappropriate for the obtaining an explicit
permission for the user in a simple way.
2.5.3.- Website Analysis
We have performed a rough evaluation to understand from the list of 797 MENTs URLs which is the
number of URLs for which: we are able to i) detect the appearance of an informative text or consent
form; ii) click on the accept or consent button of such banner; iii) identify third-party cookies right
after consenting it; and iv) identify connections to third-party services right after accepting the
consent banner
We have seen the following results: only 283 of the URLs include an informative text explaining
the presence of third-party trackers in the website. That by default is not a problem in case the
website does not uses third-party cookies or open connections with third-party services. However,
we found 444 websites that include third party cookies. That means that, for the case of cookies,
at most 283/444 (63%) inform about the use of third-party cookies in the website. Even worse, we
found that almost all the analysed websites, 781 include some connection to third-party services.
That means that in the best case only 283/781 (36%) inform the user about the fact that they may
share information with third-party services.
Finally, we have also looked how many of the 444 analysed websites including third party cookies
place them without requiring any explicit action of the user (e.g., scrolling down, clicking an OK
button to provide consent, etc.). Surprisingly, 433/444 (98%) of the URLs adding cookies do it
previously accept anything. We repeated this analysis for the case of third-party connections. This
time 757/781 (97%) websites open connections to third-party services without obtaining
confirmation of the user by whatever action. Overall, if we consider all the URLs analysed these
numbers are 433/797 (54%) and 757/797 (95%) respectively.
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2.6.- Limitations
This section summarizes what are the limitations of SMONLINE-Website so we ensure we do not
raise unreal expectations regarding what are the analysis capabilities of this module.


The current implementation of the module only analyses the URL provided by the MENTs
through the entry questionnaire. SMONLINE-Website just analyses the root URL and do not
extract further subdomains for the analysis. That means that what SMONLINE-Website
reports is the presence of third-parties in the main domain. Therefore, we may eventually
miss third-parties present in subdomains but not in the main domain. However, this is a
very weird practice since trackers are more interested to be present in the main domain
than in subdomains. Hence, it is very likely to find trackers present in the main domain in
subdomains, but not the other way around.



SMONLINE-Website detects whether an informative text is present in the website the first
a user visits the website. Websites should get a consent from the user specifying that they
accept to share data with third-parties present in the website (e.g., through cookies).
However, SMONLINE-Websites does not analyse the content of the informative text in
order to verify whether the information included in the text is aligned to the GDPR
requirements.



SMONLINE-Website neither analyse nor reveal potential actions happening behind the
scenes in which the website may collect information and transfer it from its back-end to
third parties. Similarly, we do not analyse whether practices such as cookie-synchronization
takes place between third-parties beyond the website. SMONLINE-Website operation is
restricted to anything that can be obtained by the user’s browser (i.e., cookies and
connections opened to external services).

3.- SMONLINE Advertising
SMONLINE-Advertising is the module that will analyse and classify the use of personal information
in ad delivery in a website (Task 5.2).

3.1.- System Objectives
We summarize the objectives described in D5.1 for SMONLINE-Advertising. The SMONLINEadvertising module is a service for automating privacy audit for the purpose of detecting
programmatic advertising in websites and analysing the information used to drive it. It generates
insightful analytics that provide evidence of targeted advertising, including the case of utilizing
sensitive personal data protected by GDPR. Once detected, it assists also in revealing the chain of
companies involved in the delivery of such ads. It can be used by companies to verify that they do
not put their brand name at risk by offending users or breaking data protection laws, and by
websites participating in programmatic advertising to which they have no direct control. SMOOTH
platform will rely on this module to check if the MEnt website under analysis hosts advertisers that
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use and transfer visitors’ data to target them without their consent, hence potentially violating the
GDPR.

3.2.- Proposed System
For the case of SMONLINE-Advertising we have updated and extended the description of the
proposed system with respect with the input providing during the design phase (D5.1).
The SMONLINE-Advertising module will be dockerized and will be part of the SMOOTH’s platform
shared cloud infrastructure. This module will be triggered from the main platform module when a
MEnt requests a compliance report for its website. It will run independently of the other
components for a time that will range between a few hours to a couple of days depending on the
parameters that will be automatically defined by the system according to the category of the
website to be audited. The output will be available to the SMOOTH report generation module to be
integrated to the compliance report. The SMONLINE-Advertising module will interact with the main
platform module through REST-API and JSON files.
The module is using a small database to store configuration and experiments options, like personas,
categories etc. and some data related to the experiment for logging purposes.
The following diagram shows a high-level description of the module
Entry
Questionnaire –
MEnt’s URL(s)

Setup
phase.
Initialization
- Automatic

External
website
categorization
service

Collection
phase.
Landing page
extraction
and topic

Detection
phase.
OBA
detection
and involving
parties
detection

Output
generation.
JSON file

WP6.
Report
generation

Figure 3. Proposed system for SMONLINE-Advertising

For an advertisement auditing system to work efficiently, it must be able to visit tested or audited
pages and extract advertisements-related information, like the ad landing page, the advertiser and
the intermediaries or the parties involved in its delivery. Advertisements are easy to spot for a
human user, but their automated extraction is far from trivial. Indeed, advertising companies have
multiple ways to embed an advertisement banner on a page. They also have incentives to make the
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process complex and dynamic in order to evade ad blocking software. In SMONLINE-Advertising
advertisement landing pages are detected without having to click in any ads. This is achieved by the
algorithm described in Figure 4 which allows identifying advertising-related information without
undergoing click fraud.

Figure 4. Diagram describing the algorithm to detect web advertisements and their corresponding
landing page (the destination URL when a user clicks in the advertisement)
The diagram shown in Figure 4 to detect advertisements and their corresponding information is
split into two main sections depending on the placement of the advertisement. The first section
(highlighted with a light blue color) describes the steps involved when the advertisement is
rendered alongside the content of the visited URL. The second part of the algorithm (highlighted
with a light gray color) describes the steps involved when the advertisement is rendered in an
isolated environment called iFrame
The algorithm starts as soon as the visited website is fully rendered to the browser and the
“window.onload” event is triggered. First, the algorithm tries to identify in which content is actually
executed. In the case where the code is executed within the content of the visited website, then,
the light blue branch of the algorithm is executed. In short, the light blue highlighted part of the
algorithm is collecting all image objects of the website and also filters out those that are not
advertisements based on a set of predefined attributes. The images that are classified as
advertisements are then analyzed further to extract the landing page which is usually available on
an HTML <a> tag that is surrounding the image.
In the case when the code is executed inside an iFrame, the grey highlighted part of the code is
executed. This part of the code involves multiple tests to be able to identify advertisements. This is
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happening since advertisements rendered in iFrames are usually loaded into the website
dynamically using different techniques depending on the advertising network. To detect the
different rendering techniques, the algorithm is trying to detect if the iFrame contains any images,
canvas elements, or visible HTML <div> elements. If any of these elements exist in the DOM and
belongs to an advertisement (based on filtering element features) then the algorithm tries to
extract the landing page of the advertisement. Since iFrame ads are more complex and harder to
spot, the algorithm utilizes different techniques to detect such instances. Overall the algorithm uses
four different approaches that are executed in a specific order as presented in the diagram above.
First, the algorithm tries to detect if the landing page exists in a surrounding HTML <a> Tag. If no
landing page is detected, then the algorithm moves to the second step. The second step involves
the detection of any “onClick” event that might be attached to the advertisement. Again, if no
landing page is detected, the algorithm moves to the third and fourth step. The last two steps (third
and fourth) requires parsing any injected JavaScript code to detect if the landing page is available.
The final step involves storing the outcome of the data in those cases when an advertisement is
found, otherwise the algorithm exits directly.

3.3.- Module development
The SMONLINE-Advertising module simulates the visits of users to various websites of specific
interest by generating and using personas; i.e., fake user profiles who follow a specific browsing
history. The module collects advertisements that are displayed in these websites and then it visits
the website to be audited (MENT website) trying to identify if the displayed ads are targeted based
on the browsing history of the personas and comparing it with a clean, non-trained history visit.
Using a set of metrics, the module computes the likelihood that the ads displayed in the MENT
website are targeted, meaning that advertisers on this website use visitors’ data. The outcome of
this module will be reported to WP6 in order to generate the compliance report accordingly.
SMONLINE-Advertising employs a custom algorithm that is based on scientific work5 and is part of
the Aditaur product by LSTECH6. Its operation is evolving through the following steps.



Step 1: The system uses a set of Personas7, and is using a set of predefined parameters to
efficiently execute the audit experiment.
Step 2: An integrated browser engine (headless browser) is employed for the experiment.
We use the phantomJS framework for this task. It first visits the Personas’ training sites so
that to build the desired user profiles (i.e., create browsing history). Using these profiles, it
then visits the Web-sites under scrutiny in order to identify launched advertisements and
related information. Also, it does the same using a clean browser (without trained browsing
history).

5

J. M. Carrascosa, J. Mikians, R. Cuevas, V. Erramilli, N. Laoutaris, “I Always Feel Like Somebody’s Watching Me. Measuring
Online Behavioural Advertising,” ACM CoNEXT’15.
6 www.aditaur.com
7A persona represents a narrow web browsing behaviour that corresponds to a specific interest (or theme), e.g., ‘motor
sports’ or ‘cooking & recipes. Personas simulate the actual browsing behaviour of a user and they are built during a
training phase by visiting a number of corresponding (to the specific interest) websites.
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Step 3: Using our custom algorithm, the system compares the collected advertising
information from the trained set and the clean visits in order to identify behavioural
targeting.
Step 4: After the auditing process is finished a set of metrics is calculated, such as Domain
Match, Topic Match, and Frequency counts. These metrics quantify the amount of topical
overlap between the advertisements received in the MEnt website under scrutiny and the
Web sites previously visited. A high level of overlap is indicative of Online Behavioural
Advertising (OBA). This can further be strengthened if the embedded browser with a clean
browsing history that runs in parallel receives a statistically different set of ads than the
trained one.

The system follows the high-level flow depicted next, comprised of three major phases. Setup,
collection and detection.
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Figure 5. Development flowchart of SMONLINE-Advertising
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Collection phase:
During the collection phase the system starts visiting the web-pages that are related to a Persona8.
For example, for a Persona corresponding to a sports fan, the system will be visiting web-sites of
popular sports news websites, sports fan pages, video distribution sites, etc. During each of this
visits the system renders fully each page and executes all the code, including tracking and
advertising code. Therefore, advertisers and trackers start “seeing” the system visiting sports
related content and therefore start building a corresponding profile using cookies and other
tracking mechanisms that are opaque to our method.
After a number of visits governed by the input parameters, the system starts visiting also the
audited webpage (in tandem or interchangeably). Special care is taken to make sure that the visits
that the system makes looks like a human user instead of an automated bot/script. For example,
inter-visit times are matched to human inter visit time scales, pages are fully rendered, and “useragent” is set to values indicating popular real browser configurations and versions, as well as
operating systems. During each visit to an audited webpage, the system identifies all
advertisements included in the page as well as the URL of the advertised product or service. Once
an advertisement has been detected and its URL extracted, the system assigns topics to it. These
topics are the means by which we compare different similarity metrics between the collected
advertisements and the web-sites visited initially by the system. The amount of the overlap is a
prime indicator of OBA as described next.
Detection:
Detection of OBA is achieved by means of evaluating various metrics such as “domain match”,
"topic match”, and “frequency counts”.




Domain match: This metric indicates the number of times that the domain of a web-page
visited during the training phase is re-encountered in the URL of an advertisement collected
at an audited page for each persona. Domain match captures “retargeted” advertisements
as well as other types of behavioural targeting.
Topic match: This metric captures behavioural targeting that goes beyond exact domain
matching of a page in the training phase and on the collected ads. For example, if a
container pretends to be a sports fan and visits sports related sites then under various types
of behavioural targeting the container may collect sports related advertisements from
domains that do not belong to any of the domains visited during the training phase (these
will be captured by domain match metrics). Such ads do not increase domain match yet
they are targeted. We capture such ads through topic match which is a metric calculated
by listing all the topics obtained during the visits to different pages during training phase
and then looking for recurrence of the same topics in the landing URLs of collected
advertisements. Coming back to the previous example, it may be that there be no domain
match is found for collected sports related ads but there will be topic match since the
content is sports related in both the training and collected ads sets and thus will have a lot
of overlap in terms of assigned topics.

8

The exact number of personas that will be used in the final system, as well as the values of other algorithmic parameters
will be defined after testing and fine-tuning the module to achieve better performance. This will be done by trial-anderror procedure and based on the experience of our team of experts.
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Frequency counts: This metric sums the number of appearances of a certain topic across
all the ads seen by a specific persona in the different audited domains. Then it presents
graphically to the user in decreasing order with respect to count the most popular topics.
The highest counts indicated the most common topics of advertisements collected for a
given persona. When these topics seem relevant to a specific persona, then it is an initial
indication of potential targeting. When these counts are much higher than the counts of a
reference “clean” persona that we execute alongside the persona container, then the
probability of OBA is even higher. A “clean container” runs alongside the "persona
container”. It visits the same audited pages and collects ads. Contrary to the main container
though, the clean container has an empty history, i.e., it does not visit any training pages
and thus corresponds to a clean persona (a new browser in a new personal computer).
When a user defined threshold of difference in frequency count on a topic between a
persona and a clean persona is exceeded then Aditaur informs the operator so he can
investigate more closely the topic through topic and domain match metrics as well as by
observing the stored rendered pages.

3.4.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems
The interfaces described in this section are already defined as are in the D5.1. In order to have a
self-contained document we repeat the same information here as well.
The SMONLINE-Advertising module will interact with the SMOOTH platform in two ways:
The first action is used by the core SMOOTH backend to the trigger a new auditing action. This will
be done using a REST-API call to the module, and it includes basic information about the website to
be analysed such as the URL. The following table summarizes the JSON file that will be sent to the
SMONLINE-Advertising once the user has completed the entry questionnaire.

Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlineadvertising/analysis
POST Request used to trigger the SMONLINE-ADVERTISING module analysis of
the MEnt website
Request Body

Name

Description

MENT_ID

Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

Report_sessionI
D

A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MEnt

MEnturl list

The list of urls (could be onlye one) that the MEnt has defined in the entry
questionnaire. SMONLINE-Website will run individual analysis for each MEnt
Response Body
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Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonlinewebsite/analysis
Content-Type: application/json
{
“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,

Body

“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“ur_listl”: {url1, url2,…,urlN}
}
{

Response

“success”: “true”,
“message”: “URLs processed”
}

The second one is the output of the module. This will be a JSON file also sent through a REST-API
that will be made available to the platform and it will contain the score of the auditing process. This
score will indicate whether the site is hosting services offering targeted advertising and a list of all
the companies involved in this process, including the advertisements rendered. This information
will be included in the final report.
Regarding the external interfaces, SMONLINE-advertising needs to get a list of categories for the
websites it audits and the landing pages of the hosted advertisements. For this reason, we use the
webshrinker9 service. The communication is done directly from the SMONLINE-Advertising module
and it is transparent to the SMOOTH platform. The data needed for this communication are stored
in the internal database of the module.
The following table summarizes the JSON file that will be sent to the compliance report module in
WP6.

9

https://www.webshrinker.com/. Website Screenshot and Category APIs.
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SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlineadv/result
POST Request used to save the analysis result from SMONLINE-ADVERTISING
Request Body

Name
MENT_ID

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

Report_sessio
A unique identifier of the specific report run request from the MENT
nID
MEnturl

The url that the MENT has defined in the entry questionnaires. In case of multiple
urls, this call will be made multiple times, one for each url.

Intermparties

List of the involved intermediate parties present behind each advertisement
served in the website.

A percentage which indicates the possibility of the website to host advertisements
auditing_scor that targets the user based – indication of OBA.
e
Response Body
Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL [POST] /smonline/result
Header

Content-Type: application/json
{

Body

“MENT_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
“Report_sessionID “ : “453D54A3”,
“url”: “www.MEnturl1.com”,
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“Intermparties”:
{
“name”: “ip1”,
“name” : “ip2”,
…
},
“auditing_score”: 45}
}
{
“success”: “true”,

Response

“message”: “Results correctly reported”
}

3.5.- Performance Evaluation
Due to the nature of this specific tool we cannot use the typical metrics for performance evaluation.
The output of the algorithm provides heuristics related to the possibility of OBA and thus only
conclusions based on observation and experience can be obtained.
Although, comprehensive performance evaluation about OBA as well as specific cases of targeted
topics (categories) can be found in the original paper10 where are algorithm and tool is based.
The SMONLINE-Advertising module algorithm has been tested through the experiments that we
have run with Aditaur tool. Aditaur allows the user to input various parameters and fine tune the
experiments they run. It also provides a user interface where a set of graphs is displayed to visualize
the calculated metrics. Aditaur also provides a set of screenshots captured during the visiting in the
various websites, as a proof of the displayed ads.
Having all these at hand we have performed a set of experiments using the Aditaur tool. The output
of the tool has been compared with the user’s knowledge and experience on browsing specific
websites, known for targeted advertisements or not. The tool has performed very well, showing
hints of targeted advertisements where expected11. We have run 5 experiments, each auditing 4 ecommerce and news related websites. We have used personas sensitive in terms of targeting, such
as children.

10

J. M. Carrascosa, J. Mikians, R. Cuevas, V. Erramilli, N. Laoutaris, “I Always Feel Like Somebody’s Watching Me.
Measuring Online Behavioural Advertising,” ACM CoNEXT’15.
11 Since the targeted advertisement are subject to law, we cannot mention specific cases in this document to avoid
implications with the real websites/companies tested.
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The algorithm suggested that there has been targeted advertising in a total of 4 websites as it was
expected according to our team’s evaluation. Evidence of the targeting were available through the
screenshots obtained from our tool.
Due to the complex nature of the advertising ecosystem, the experiments are not having always
the same outcome and thus it is hard to come to hard conclusions. Although cases that are clear of
OBA is easier to be identified and this fact will allow SMOOTH to validate the MENT’s website
compliance.
Regarding the time needed for our system to run, it is from a couple of hours to 40 hours. This is
not due to algorithmic complexity or resource consumption, but due to the fact that our system is
simulating a real-like human user behaviour while browsing the web. The SMONLINE-Advertising
module is a non-real time analysis tool.

3.6.- Limitations
The SMONLINE-Advertising module is developed to provide hints of possible targeted advertising.
There is no definite way to conclude with certainty about the accuracy of the outcomes, since the
advertisements shown in online websites are not the same with every visit and there are a lot of
factors that affects their display.
The module does not provide output for the advertisements on pages that are displayed after
submitting a form like after user registration, online purchases etc. These pages are not visible
without having to provide real information and perform real user actions that could do damage if
done by automated programs like this.

4.- SMONLINE MobileApp
SMONLINE-MobileApp is SMOOTH’s module allows auditing and assessing mobile applications’
regulatory compliance dynamically; i.e. by executing the program in real-time in a real Android
environment.
SMONLINE MobileApp implements the features required for Task 5.3. SMONLINE MobileApps uses
AppCensus’ app auditing technology as a service. AppCensus is formed by a farm of real mobile
Android devices (based in Android OS version 6) in which each Android application is executed and
tested dynamically, yet in a fully controlled environment. This feature allows obtaining actual
evidence of application’s behaviour by running them in a realistic environment without human
interaction, hence allowing performing an analysis of Android apps at scale. In this document we
describe SMONLINE MobileApps components and development, as well as its integration with the
AppCensus auditing service and the whole SMOOTH platform.

4.1.- System Objectives
The goal of the SMONLINE-MobileApp module is performing a regulatory compliance analysis of
mobile applications within the regulatory framework defined by the GDPR. SMONLINEMobileApp will use dynamic analysis techniques over SME-developed Android applications to
obtain actual evidence of applications’ access to sensitive information in runtime12 and personal
12

In the context of Android, sensitive user and system information is protected by system permissions, and granted by
the user during installation, to prevent any malicious or abusive access. AppCensus technology monitors the
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data dissemination at the network traffic level, even if it is to third-party services providing
analytics, advertising, and social network integration among many other purposes. These thirdparty components raise numerous privacy concerns as they run with the same privileges as the host
app. 13

The outcome of SMONLINE-MobileApp is a detailed report about a given app’s behaviour that is
then sent to the regulatory compliance analysis module developed in WP614. AppCensus takes
advantage of Android’s operating system open source nature to develop a heavily instrumented OS
to study the behaviour of Android apps along two dimensions:

1. At the system level by reporting on Android apps’ access to sensitive data in runtime and
without human intervention. This is achieved thanks to a heavily instrumented version of
Android that monitors app’s access to low-level system APIs protected by Android
permissions (e.g., unique device identifiers like the IMEI and location data). In order
to automatically execute applications without user intervention (and therefore, to achieve
scale), SMONLINE-MobileApp also relies on the techniques developed by the AppCensus
project based on the Android exerciser monkey (or the monkey) to stimulate the apps
without human intervention. The monkey is a development tool that generates random
screen touches, allowing SMONLINE-MobileApp to navigate through different screens of
the application to trigger different reactions both at the system and traffic level by the
tested application. The Android executioner provides the required user stimuli
to analyze the application in runtime. Finally, the type of data accessed by the app in
runtime and which domains receive it (as described below) will be analysed in WP6 in
conjunction with the companies’ legal documents to generate the corresponding part of
the compliance report. More technical details about these modules is publicly available at
https://www.haystack.mobi
(See the publications
section)
and
AppCensus
(https://www.appcensus.io).
2. At the traffic level by applying deep-packet inspection (DPI) techniques to identify personal
data dissemination over the network. Traffic analysis allows identifying the destination
domain,
destination
port
and
encryption
information, and
personal
data dissemination. This capability is provided by the Lumen Privacy Monitor, a tool
integrated in AppCensus. Lumen is a traffic interception and inspection tool for Android
that runs locally on the device and operates fully in user space and it also implements a TLS
proxy to perform TLS interception and, therefore, analyse encrypted traffic too.

access to these resources in runtime by mobile applications to gain ground truth about the type of data being accessed
by applications.
13 Third-party libraries are third-party code, components or SDKs provided by external companies which are embedded
in mobile applications for advertising and user tracking purposes, social network integration, or many other purposes.
These modules inherit the same privileges as the host application, being responsible for a significant fraction of privacy
violations in mobile applications as reported by the available research literature.
14 https://www.appcensus.io. AppCensus is a mobile app analysis framework developed by the International Computer
Science Institute (ICSI) at Berkeley in collaboration with IMDEA Networks Institute for the automatic dynamic analysis of
Android applications at scale. Since April 2019 it operates as a spin-off.
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The AppCensus platform is integrated in SMONLINE-MobileApps to perform the automatic
execution and regulatory analysis of SME-developed Android applications. AppCensus is used as a
service, and the submission of analysis tasks and the extraction of behavioural evidence of the
software is implemented using RESTful APIs as described in the upcoming subsections. As with the
previous module descriptions, no changes exist about the functionality and the definition of the
APIs regarding Deliverable 5.1. In short, the integration of AppCensus’ platform in the SMOOTH
project allows:

1. Identifying actual evidence of personal data being disseminated either to first- and thirdparty domains both in runtime as well as at the traffic level.
2. Providing evidence to perform a behavioural analysis of the apps to reveal whether the
enterprise’s app is potentially violating any GDPR requirements (performed in WP6).
3. Providing information to assist the developer towards full compliance (performed in WP6).

4.2.- Proposed System
The SMONLINE MobileApp module will be developed using a front-end hosted in the SMOOTH
platform and a backend hosted at IMDEA premises where the AppCensus farm will be hosted. The
Figure below describes the system architecture and deployment.

Figure 6. Proposed system for SMONLINE-MobileApp
A. SMONLINE MobileApp Frontend: SMONLINE MobileApp Frontend will be hosted and
executed in SMOOTH’s cloud services. This module implemernts the logic described in the
Flow Chart to process auditing tasks from WP2 (retrieving phase, as provided by the MEnt
via the entry questionnaire) and collect the behavioural reports provided by the AppCensus
platform (collection and processing phase) before submitting them to WP6 for the
compliance analysis (outcome generation phase). To interact with the backend, we will
implement a RESTful API using PHP whereas the tasks (and associated metadata) will be
stored in a SQL database, also hosted in the SMOOTH platform. The description of the API
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is described in Deliverable 5.1 but it will be included for completeness in Section 4.4 of this
document.
B. SMONLINE MobileApp Backend: The backend is hosted at IMDEA Networks premises and
it runs the European AppCensus farm. As mentioned above, the interactions between the
frontend and backend will be done using a RESTful API described in Deliverable 5.1 and also
implemented using PHP. The backend will, therefore run an APACHE server where the
RESTful API will be deployed. The backend will also implement a SQL database to keep track
of the execution of tasks, estimate the capacity and completion time of tasks, and queue
them before their execution, storing also the result before forwarding it to the frontend.
The interaction between the SMONLINE MobileApp Backend and the Android farm will be
a RESTful-like API implemented on top of the Android Debugging Bridge (adb). The
database will also record, for each execution, all the actions performed by the monkey to
guarantee reproducibility.

4.3.- Module development
The flow chart below describes SMONLINE MobileApp functionality and its integration with the
AppCensus platform and the SMOOTH modules to be developed in WP2 and WP6:

INPUT: SME App (WP2)

RESTFul API
Queue Testing Task

No
Available
testing cyles?

Yes
Submit Task to AppCensus
Farm

RESTFul API
Dynamic Analsysis
Environment (AppCensus)

RESTFul API
Behavioral report:
•
•
•

Requested APIs
Personal data dissemination (traffic level)
Coverage of app

DB

RESTFul API
Submit report to WP6 for
compliance analysis

Figure 7. Development flowchart SMONLINE-MobileApp
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As the figure above describes, SMONLINE-MobileApp will be integrated in the SMOOTH platform
through WP2 (submit tasks or acquisition phase) and WP6 (compliance analysis or outcome
generation phase). The input required by the module to start an auditing process is an Android
executable (.apk) file that will be provided by the MEnt through the entry questionnaire using any
of the two ways described below:
1. In the case that the mobile application is free and available on Google Play, the MEnt could
submit to the platform a link to the Google Play profile of the application15. When the MEnt
uses this mechanism, the framework will need to receive a hash of the application to crosscheck that the downloaded version of the app is correct.
2. Otherwise, the MEnt must provide a compiled version of their software for analysis directly
to the platform through the entry questionnaire as an *.apk file (Android executable).
Moreover, when the Android MEnt application to be tested requires a user to authenticate,
SMONLINE-Mobile app will also request login credentials from the MEnt for a dummy user to
access password-protected functionalities (e.g., a valid yet fake username and password or any
other required information). This is required in order to provide a comprehensive and holistic
analysis of the app. For that, the MSME company should provide a dummy account in the
questionnaire to allow the module to penetrate the application and be complete.
The integration with the SMOOTH modules to be developed in WP2 and WP6 will be performed
through two RESTful APIs that will be further described below in 4.3. Likewise, SMONLINE
MobileApp will interact with the external AppCensus platform to submit tasks and obtain the
behavioural report (once the analysis is completed) using RESTful APIs.
The AppCensus service is composed by two different submodules as described below:
A. MEnt Android Application Analysis:
A MEnt Android app is pushed to a testing smartphone in the AppCensus platform running
a bespoke and heavily instrumented version of the Android operating system, Our dynamic
analysis focuses on reporting how apps access sensitive data and with whom they share it.
The former is achieved through a custom version of Android 6.0.1 that monitors access to
sensitive permission-protected data at the operating system-level (e.g., location, contacts,
pictures), while the latter is achieved through a custom VPN service, which acts as a
localhost man-in-the-middle proxy (LUMEN). We instrumented all these functions in the
Android platform to observe the behaviour of any Android app without modifying the app
itself.
Since our analysis framework is based on dynamic analysis, apps must be executed so that
our instrumentation can monitor their behaviour and capture real evidence of their
behaviour. Ideally, our testbed would explore the same code paths that would be triggered
when apps are used normally. To automatize this task and achieve scale, we use Android’s
UI/Application Exerciser Monkey (the ``Monkey’’) ---a tool provided by Android’s
development SDK---to simulate real user inputs. The Monkey injects a pseudorandom
stream of simulated user input events into the app, thereby simulating random UI
15

This option is feasible as long as Google Play continues to allow downloading the application to a machine using a bot.
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interactions; it essentially ``fuzzes’’ an app’s UI. Because this pseudorandom input is
generated from a random seed but it allows tracing the interactions, it is also
reproducible. In order to achieve the realest degree of reality possible, the framework runs
on a phone farm consisting on real phones with our custom Android platform installed.
AppCensus’ Android Monkey is implemented in python but the underlining technology to
control and send commands to the testing device is Google’s Android Debugging Bridge (or
adb). The component enabling the interaction of the monkey script with the DB schema is
a bash script that queries the DB for waiting tasks and assigns it to idle devices.
This farm will be physically located outside of the SMOOTH platform in the aforementioned
premises provided by the AppCensus project and will communicate with the platform
through a RESTful API. The platform will communicate the applications that should be
tested to the phone farm. Once they are tested the results will be available to the SMOOTH
platform through the API that will be accessed using a unique token to avoid unauthorized
access to the results.
Further technical and development details of AppCensus, are described in previous
research efforts16.
B. Event extraction or outcome generation block:
Computer-readable log files in JSON format created by AppCensus system- and traffic-level
instrumentation are extracted and parsed in a machine under the control of the SMOOTH
project. This information provides insights about the app's access to sensitive user data and
transmissions to third parties are stored in a database for later analysis. These computer
readable logs files would be shared with WP6 by using the appropriate format. This will
enable the integration of SMONLINE-MobileApp with the rest of the platform so that MEnt
mobile applications’ regulatory compliance can be audited.

4.4.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems
As described in the previous subsections, SMONLINE-MobileApp interacts with WP2 to identify the
gain access to the MEnt Android application to be studied and with WP6 through a RESTful API so
that the tasks can be executed programmatically and automatically. The information between
modules is exchanged using the JSON format. This API allows uploading applications to the
testing environment,
and obtaining reports about
their runtime
and
traffic behaviour directly from the testing platform. The description of the API has not been
modified compared to Deliverable 5.1 yet its description is duplicated here for completeness and
to guarantee that the document is self-contained. This API performs two separate tasks:
1. Submission (WP2 interface): The API provides methods to allow the SMOOTH platform to
push the Android software to be tested (Android APK, or Google Play URL) to the phone
farm as provided by the MEnt. MEnts will input either a link to the Google Play URL of the
app (alongside the APK hash) or the APK file itself through the entry questionnaire in

16

See: https://petsymposium.org/2018/files/papers/issue3/popets-2018-0021.pdf
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WP2. At this point, SMONLINE-MobileApp will generate a perma-link in which the results /
analysis for a given app will be published.
2. Reporting (WP6 interface): Once the application test is completed, SMONLINEMobileApp links its insights with the permalink of the software. This way, the SMOOTH
platform will be able to access a file in JSON format containing the details of the network
flows obtained during the runtime analysis of the application.
The following tables detail the APIs that will be implemented to enable integration with the rest of
the platform:
Task Submission (WP2 Interface):
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinemobile/push
POST Request used to push an app to the testing framework queue
Request Body

Name
MEnt_ID

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis

hash

Result of the hash function of the apk file. It allows to uniquely identify the
application and version to be tested.

username

[Optional] Username provided by the MENT for testing purposes

password

[Optional] Password provided by the MENT for testing purposes
Response Body

Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL [POST] /smonlinemobile/push
Header

Content-Type: application/json

{
“MEnt_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
Body

“hash”: “d131dd02c5e6eec4”,
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“username”: “test123”,
“password” : “superpassword”
}
{
“success”: “true”,

Response

“message”: “Results correctly reported”
}

Reporting (WP6 Interface):
Method/URL
Description

[POST] /smonlinemobile/result/
POST Request used to send a report for a given app version
Request Params

Name
MEnt_ID

Description
Internal ID used to identify the MENT under analysis
Request Body

Name

Description

metadata

JSON containing public information about the app obtained from google play

package_name

Package name of the application

app_version

Version code of the application

update_date

Last update date available on Google Play

crawltime

Epoch when the google play was crawled

app_name

Full name of the application

category

App’s category on Google Play
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description

App description in Google Play

installs

Number of times the app has been downloaded from Google Play

developer

Developer name for the app

developer_mail

Contact email of the developer

developer_url

Website of the developer

rating

Mean rating (max 5) that user have given to the app

contains_ads

Boolean stating if the app has advertisements

In_app_purchases

Boolean stating if the app has in app purchases

maturity

Maturity rating in Google Play

privacypolicy

Link to the privacy policy of the app

price

Price to download the app

leaks

JSON containing data about privacy leaks

leak_type

Type of data being leaked

destination

Where the private data was sent

encryption

Boolean stating if the data was sent encrypted

dst_ip

IP where the leak was sent

dst_port

Port where the leak was sent

third_parties

JSON containing the third parties found during the analysis

domain

Domain name ofo the third party

parent

Parent company of the domain

type

Type of company (advertisMEnt, tracking...)

flows

Flows found during the analysis

fqdn

Fully qualified domain name where the flow is opened to

ip

IP where the flow is going to
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protocol

Protocol used (TCP/UDP)

port

Port where the communication is going to

Http_headers

Headers present in the flow
Response Body

Name

Description

success

Informs about the call process result (true/false)

message

Add information about the call process result.
Example

Method/URL
Header

[POST] /smonlinemobile/result/
Content-length: 0
{
“MEnt_ID”: “AB315D5E”,
"metadata":{
"package_name" : "com.MEnt.app",
"app_version": "245",
"update_date": "20/01/2019",
"crawltime" : "1548345626",
"app_name" : "Super cool app",

Body

"category" : "Tools",
"description" : "This a super cool app made by MENT",
"installs" : "100+",
"developer" : "MENT Inc.",
"developer_mail" : "support@MEnt.com",
"developer_url" : "MEnt.com",
"rating" : "4.5",
"contains_ads" : "False",
"in_app_purchases" : "False",
"maturity" : "PEGI 3",
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"privacypolicy" : "www.MEnt.com/privacy.htm",
"price" : "Free"
},
"leaks":{
"leak_type" : "AndroidID",
"destination" : "googleanalytics.com",
"encryption" : "Yes",
"dst_ip" : "192.176.14.67",
"dst_port" : "443"
},
"third_parties":{
"domain" : "googleanalytics.com",
"parent" : "Google",
"type" : "ATS"
},
"flows":{
"fqdn" : "googleanalytics.com",
"ip" : "192.176.14.67",
"protocol" : "TCP",
"port" : "443",
"http_headers" : ""
}
}
{
“success”: “true”,

Response

“message”: “Results correctly reported”
}
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4.5.- Performance Evaluation
Our testing pipeline schedules each app to run for 10 minutes on a Nexus 5X, with the Monkey
generating input events during this time period. After each 10 min. execution slot, logs are
generated based on the observed behaviours. After each execution, the device goes through a
cleaning phase to isolate each test run from one another.
It is known that many Android applications require users to register in order to access the service.
To better understand the effectiveness of the first version of AppCensus´ Monkey, we compared its
performance to that of a human user. We evaluated it both in terms of the number of Android
“Activities” uncovered—unique screens within an app—as well as the number of data flows
recorded. We instructed our human tester to explore each app for 10 minutes and to manipulate
all interactive elements. Similarly, we configured the Monkey to test each app for 10 minutes,
producing a random input every second. We used the Monkey’s built-in options to constrain its
exploration to the app being tested.
We performed this parallel testing on an initial corpus of 401 apps. When comparing the coverage
of each method, the human tester missed 9% of the Activities that the Monkey uncovered, whereas
the Monkey missed 39% of the Activities that the human uncovered. That is, the Monkey matched
or exceeded the human’s app screen coverage 61% of the time. In terms of network flows, the
human and Monkey testers missed 20% and 34%, respectively. Based on this analysis, we concluded
that the Monkey may incur false negatives (i.e., not detecting potential privacy violations), but any
potential privacy violations uncovered in our testing environment are observations of actual app
behaviours, so it does not generate false positives. Therefore, the results produced by our method
represent a lower bound of potential COPPA violations, but they provide actual evidence of
application’s behaviour and personal data dissemination (no false positives).
Another limitation is the increasing use of security techniques like certificate pinning across
mobile apps to identify and prevent TLS interception. Note that TLS interception may not work for
applications performing such advanced techniques but roughly 2% of
the applications according to early 2018 reports. AppCensus has recently integrated hooks at the
operating system level to obtain traffic at the operating-system level before encrypting it.

4.6.- Limitations
SMONLINE-MobileApp only studies Android software behaviour in runtime. Porting this technology
to iOS would be impossible due to the proprietary nature of Apple’s mobile operating system.
AppCensus’ regulatory compliance is limited to the empirical observations noticed during the
execution window as discussed in Section 4.5. Therefore, it will present a lower bound estimation
of all possible personal data dissemination with no false positives. In the case of applications
requiring user logins, it will be limited to the ability of the monkey to automatically and successfully
introduce user credentials (when provided by the app developer).
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5.- CONCLUSION
This deliverable has released the interim version of SMONLINE as result of the first development
phase SMOOTH project. In addition, the text document associated to this deliverable first reminds
(and updates when required) the goals and design of the three modules (SMONLINE-Website,
SMONLINE-Advertising, and SMONLINE-MobileApp) forming SMONLINE as described in D5.1. In
addition, it provides details regarding the implementation of each module, as well as a first
performance evaluation analysis of the modules. Finally, we describe the limitations of our
technology in order to ensure we do not raise expectations about the functionalities of our modules
that are not realistic.
In the coming months we will work on integrating SMONLINE into the SMOOTH platform back-end
to: (i) being able to automatize the reception of websites and mobile apps that enables the
execution of SMONLINE modules; (ii) integrate the output of SMONLINE modules with WP6,
especially with the compliance report generation module in the back-end. After this integration we
expect receiving feedback from actual MENTs during the interim piloting phase that will allow us to
fine-tune the current implementation towards the final release of SMONLINE.
Regarding the code, due to the fact that we want to keep the code confidential we are not giving
any link/information in the text informing were the code can be accessed, but each of the
contributors to this deliverable will give access to the Project Officer and reviewers to a repository
to inspect the code in case they want to do so, by contacting the coordinator
rosa.araujo@eurecat.org .
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